
Gemini A&G Wavefront Processing System:preliminary strategy for signal processingSteven Heddle9th June 1998 wfs sbh 001/031 IntroductionThe way forward for the optical signal processing software for the Gemini A&G/WFS wasdiscussed over two days at the ROE, between Steven Beard, Richard Brockie, Steven Heddle,Malcolm Stewart and Richard Wilson. The structure of the discussions followed the followingbroad headings:� de�ne boundaries of signal processing code{ inputs, outputs, and calibration/con�gurationdata� de�ne algorithms{ acquisition, centroiding, wavefront �tting and seeing� priorities� calibration procedures| determination of reconstructor matrix� test data� error analysis� visualisation and archiving� seeing and atmospheric characterisation.This report follows the same structure, with elaboration where appropriate.2 Boundaries of signal processing codeThese are de�ned in detail in the various ICDs. In particular ICD 1.6.2.3 provides a summaryand overview of the interfaces relevant to the AGWPS Signal Processor and Archive Handler.Of immediate interest to us are the following inputs and outputs.2.1 Inputs2.1.1 CCD dataICD 1.6/1.10 de�nes the format of the optical CCD data obtained from the SDSU, relevant tothe PWFSs, HRWFS and optical OIWFS.The raw data from the CCD is interlaced into a number of sectors, and so this organisation willhave to be taken into account, along with corrections for dark level and at �elding. These lattercorrections are stored locally and may be evaluated using a command from the TCS (discussedlater). 1



2.1.2 Plate scaleThe geometric factors associated with the wavefront sensor, viz. pixel size, sub-aperture size,number of pixels, focal length of lenslets, pixel position and separation must be known in orderfor us to supply the Zernike coe�cients in the correct units.2.1.3 CCD orientation and Zernike zero pointsRequired in order to supply the Zernike coe�cients relative to the correct co-ordinate system.A rotation is supplied by the TCS to convert the A&G frame of reference to the M2 frame ofreference (ICD 1.1.11/1.6, Table 16). The components controller supplies the orientation of thePWFS with respect to the A&G frame of reference (ICD 1.6.1/1.6.3, Table 19). The Zernikecoe�cients expected when no abberations are present are supplied continuously (ICD 1.1.11/1.6,Tables 16 and 17).2.1.4 Probe position and focus errorsThe di�erences between the position and focus of the WFS probes as demanded by the TCSand as actually achieved by the mechanisms are supplied continuously, as described in ICD1.6.2/1.6.3 Table 13, and used to correct the tip, tilt and focus Zernike coe�cients.2.2 OutputsThe Zernike coe�cients- as speci�ed in ICD 1.1.11/1.6, Tables 18 and 19, and ICD 1.6/1.4.4.2.2.1 Fast tip-tilt-focusTo be generated for acquisition and fast guiding with low latency and at 200Hz, and also timeaveraged and �ltered, in both cases with error estimates.2.2.2 Higher order Zernike co�cientsTo be generated at about 0.01 Hz for aO, with error estimates.2.2.3 Status informationInformation describing the current health and status of the signal processing, together withseeing and atmospheric characterisation parameters, are made available as described in ICD1.6.2/1.6.3, Tables 9 and 10.2.3 Calibration/con�guration dataThis data is most easily read from an ASCII �le, although use of Pvload may be preferable inthe longer term. Input from �le will be adopted initially. File contents are tbd, but will includethe geometrical data for the WFS in use, as well as identi�ers of the name and type of the WFS.2



3 Algorithms3.1 AcquisitionThe requirement is for the generation of fast tip-tilt information as in fast guiding, with the dis-tinction between guide mode and acquisition mode being conveyed by the error estimates associ-ated with the corresponding calculated Zernike coe�cients. We require to switch automaticallybetween acquisition and guide modes as numbers of spots fall into or out of subapertures.We assume a worst case scenario of acquisition commencing when only one Shack-Hartmann spotfalls at the edge of the CCD array. In practice the pointing accuracy of the telescope shouldensure that we are much closer to the ideal situation of having Shack-Hartmann spots wellcentred in every sub-aperture. Tip and tilt will be calculated on the basis of the displacement ofthe overall centroid from the centre of the array. These tip and tilt measures and their varianceswill determine whether or not we are acquiring and guiding{ when the displacements of theoverall centroid from the origin and their variances fall below some threshold value (clearly lessthan half the width of a sub-aperture) we move to guiding mode and begin to generate higherorder Zernike coe�cients with meaningful uncertainties. In acquisition mode the higher ordercoe�cients will be supplied with very large positive uncertainties to indicate that they should beignored (if negative uncertainties are supplied this signi�es merely that an uncertainty estimateis not currently available). The criteria for returning to acquisition mode from guiding (for a �rstiteration at least) should again be made on the basis of the position and variances of the overallcentroid, rather than being triggered for example by one or more Shack-Hartmann spots missingtheir sub-apertures, to eliminate the possibility of constant switching between acquisition andguide modes. Some hysteresis could be built into the switching between modes through thechoice of thresholds, to further prevent oscillation between modes.It was felt that the NAOMI project should have encountered this problem already, and thattheir solution should be found and considered.When guiding, the calculation of the overall centroid and other sanity checks (such as checkingthat all spots are in their sub-apertures) could be done following the calculations which have tobe done with low latency.3.2 Calculation of centroidsThe consensus was to proceed at �rst by simply calculating the �rst moments of the intensitiesover each sub-aperture, rather than combining pixels into blocks and mimicking a quadcell.This is subject to two known problems: pixels with low signal/noise at near the edges of thesubaperture contribute disproportionately to the uncertainty in the calculation of the centroid,and edge e�ects due to the truncation of the S-H spot lead to errors in the centroid estimation.A further complication in the calculation of the centroids is the requirement to shrink the extent(in number of active pixels) of the sub-aperture to reduce read noise in conditions of good seeing.The reduction in sub-aperture size will clearly increase the possibility of adverse edge e�ects.If a quadcell algorithm were to be used, we would have to take account of the PWFS beingo�-axis most of the time and adjust the null position accordingly. a consequence of this is thatthe sub-aperture would have to be resized to ensure symmetry when the null position moved.Thresholding was suggested as a means of addressing these problems{ pixels with (normalised)low signal, and hence low signal/noise could be excluded. This could also automatically reducethe subaperture in conditions of good seeing... although clearly the choice of threshold becomesour new problem. Conceivably, if spot pro�les could be assessed on the y, the choice of threshold3



could be determined in a manner which maximises symmetry and thus minimises the edge e�ect.This latter suggestion is more speculative, and again it was felt that this problem should havebeen already addressed by Durham for NAOMI, so we should enquire.At a later stage of development we should enable a system whereby the sub-aperture sizes aredynamically resizable dependent on the seeing. At this �rst stage we can simply specify aparameter according to which the sub-aperture may be sized. In calculating the centroids, weshould correct our pixel data to account for dark level and at �elding. These corrections areassumed available through use of the calibrate command referenced in ICD 1.1.11/1.6, p27, bywhich means the appropriate data may be recorded and stored locally.3.3 Wavefront �ttingAfter some uncertainty as to the basis function expansion over the unit circle to use (Zernikepolynomials or mirror modes), it became clear that we must use Zernike polynomials.3.4 Seeing and atmospheric characterisationThis was not discussed in detail, although it was noted that while atmospheric characterisationwas desirable and a future target, an estimation of seeing was a requirement.4 PrioritiesWe understand the priorities are as follows:1. storage of raw wavefront sensor data2. active optics (using basic centroiding algorithm)3. fast tip-tilt(-focus)4. acquisition (using basic centroiding algorithm)5. calibration at �rst light6. data archiving/visualisation7. seeing measurement8. better centroiding?9. atmospheric characterisation.Active optics being prioritised above fast tip-tilt seems anomalous at �rst, but in practice meansthat we can concentrate on making all the Zernike coe�cients available at a comparatively lowspeed, before concentrating on providing tip and tilt with the required low latency. Bettercentroiding may be along the lines suggested by Nick Dillon in his paper on Bayesian estimationof centroid positions. 4



5 CalibrationCalibration could proceed in the following manner:1. Telescope mount pointing is calibrated using an attached �nder scope.2. Primary mirror is installed and its �gure is calibrated using a special purpose prime-focusWFS. After this calibration it should be possible to use \dial-a-mode" on the primarymirror (see quali�cation below).3. Secondary mirror and HRWFS are installed. HRWFS is self-calibrated using its internalpoint calibration source.4. Secondary mirror is centred using HRWFS.5. PWFSs are calibrated using HRWFS and \dial-a-mode" on primary mirror.For the general problem of calculation of Zernike coe�cients using the PWFSs and OIWFs wediscussed the population of the reconstructor matrix, and its inversion to yield the necessarycontrol matrix. An explanation follows.The problem may be basically formulated as follows:s = Ra (1)where s is the vector of signals (e.g. x and y displacements of centroid positions), R is thereconstructor matrix, and a is the corresponding vector of Zernike coe�cients. Population ofthe reconstructor matrix may proceed a row at a time by dialling-up the individual Zernikefunctions we wish to correct for to some known amplitude, and recording the centroid positions(divided by their variances) in each of the subapertures. This represents a (weighted) set ofsolutions to the forward problem de�ned above, which is to determine the centroid positionalresponses given a Zernike function stimulus. We can then use least squares methods and SVDto determine the control matrix C which is the solution to the inverse problem of determiningthe Zernike coe�cients given the set of centroid positional responses, which may be de�ned asbelow: a = Cs (2)Implicit in this simple treatment is that with no Zernike polynomial (other than perhaps piston)applied to the primary, the reected wavefront is unaberrated save for di�raction limiting, andis imaging a point source at in�nity. It is not clear how best to achieve this. A possible methodwould be to measure time averaged centroids from a bright star with the secondary �xed,averaging long enough to take out the e�ects of atmospheric turbulence, and telecope shake.Obviously the time averaging would a�ect the uncertainty estimates of the centroids' positions,and so our noise estimate should perhaps come from a single measurement cycle. This methodusing the primary mirror to implement the orthogonal basis set allows the WFSs to compensatefor errors associated with their own optics.In the case where the mirror cannot conform exactly to a single Zernike, the above method isexcellent for minimising error by automatically implementing a new and self-consistent set ofbasis functions based on the approximations achived by the mirror. However, we are requiredto supply coe�cients corresponding to exact Zernike polynomials, entrusting the mapping ofthe coe�cients to a physically realisable �gure of the mirror to the PCS. In this situation, itmay be more productive to simply impose known degrees of tip and tilt only (via the secondary5



mirror), which may be veri�ed using the HRWFS, and note the spot centroid displacements ineach subaperture. The displacements should be linearly related to the di�erence in gradient ofthe wavefront across the subaperture (which we assume equal to the average gradient acrossthe aperture), and this may be checked for varying degrees of tip and tilt. With knowledge ofthe optical conguration of the telescope, we may calculate the di�erences in gradient over eachsubaperture for each of the required Zernike components, and thus the displacements of thecentroids{ and hence populate our reconstructor matrix. This matrix may then be inverted toachieve a control matrix as before.The method of populating the reconstructor matrix described in the above paragraph may clearlyproceed using a minimum of one set of measurements, to calibrate the scaling of displacementwith respect to Zernike coe�cient units as de�ned by the HRWFS. The �rst method requires aset of measurements per basis function, but can remove errors associated with converting froma limited Zernike polynomial representation to mirror modes.To make progress immediately, we will model the e�ect of single Zernike modes using test imagesgenerated which take account of the telescope geometry.Whan calibrating we have the choice of placing the PWFS on axis to measure, and comparingwith measurements from the HRWFS taken previously or subsequently when the PWFS iso� axis, or comparing simultaneous measurements of the HRWFS and o�-axis PWFS, andcorrecting for position of the PWFS.6 Test dataAs mentioned above, Richard Wilson will generate test data for us which will include imageswith aberrations corresponding to each of the Zernike polynomials (corresponding to the dialled-up Zernikes), which we may use for o�-line calibration. Other test data will include time-seriesof images showing the evolution of aberrations (particularly tip and tilt), speci�ed by seeing andmagnitude.7 Error analysisThe variances of the probe positioning, o�set and rotations will be assumed to be independent,and thus additive wrt total error estimate. The variances in the positions of the Shack-Hartmannspots may be obtained either from consideration of read and Poisson noise per pixel, or bycalculating the second moment and applying �2 = �2 � �12.The propogation of the centroid positional errors on matrix inversion is worthy of consideration.When populating the reconstructor matrix, in the weighted least squares approach the x andy centroid positions for each subaperture are divided by their variances. If the positions andthe variances are not linearly related (it would seem plausible that the variances would have astronger intensity dependence), does this mean that we have to generate a set of reconstructormatrices corresponding to di�erent star brightnesses and consequent di�ering variances, whichwe then invert to get a set of control matrices? This would seem plausible, in that the matrixinversions using SVD could give rise to control matrices with di�ering number of valid Zernikemodes, suggesting that the e�ect of noise had been allowed to propogate through the system.This of course would require us to choose a control matrix (albeit from a limited set perhaps)based on our noise estimate each cycle... 6



The answer lies in noting that variation of noise with intensity may be assumed to be an array-wide phenomenon, and can be placed outside the reconstructor matrix as a common factor.Thus the covariance matrix of the �tted parameters which is calculated as part of the matrixinversion of the reconstructor matrix demonstrates the intensity dependence of the variances bybeing multiplied by the reciprocal of this common factor.Thus we can legitimately calculate only one control matrix, and scale the noise associated withthe Zernike coe�cients according to the intensity dependent factor.8 Visualisation and archivingData to be timestamped and archived will include r0 and L0 from our seeing estimate, theZernike coe�cients and tip-tilt-focus data, centroid positions and uncertainties, and rotationsand scaling. These could be stored as FITS lists, although simpler binary or ASCII formatsmay be more appropriate. Raw frames and other image data should be stored as FITS imagesto simplify visualisation using Wavelab or Starlink packages, and for calculation of e.g. movingaverages or power spectra.We anticipate that most of the visualisation may be delegated to Wavelab, allowing phase mapsand vectors of displacement to be shown, with superposed indications of the pupil, centralobscuration and subapertures.9 ChoppingWe require to know when the measurement mode is chopping (and indeed the TCS does tell us viathe measure commands ICD 1.1.11/1.6, p26) as otherwise when we are on the weak/nonexistentsource we may determine that we should be guiding. With respect to the averaged co-e�cientsfor the aO, they should still be appropriate if the weak/nonexistent source makes no contributiondue to thresholding.
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